DeSmet Charter Community Special Application for 2017-18
(return to housing@gonzaga.edu)

Name: Click here to enter name.

Current Bldg and Rm: Click here to enter current building and room.

Desmet Constitution  Desmet Charter

Review and Reflection:

1. Review the DeSmet Charter. Pick the most personally meaningful sentence from the charter.

   Click here to enter selected sentence.

   Write two or three sentences explaining why the selected sentence stands out.

   Click here to enter text.

2. Review the DeSmet Constitution. Pick the most personally meaningful sentence from the constitution.

   Click here to enter selected sentence.

   Write two or three sentences explaining why the selected sentence stands out.

   Click here to enter text.

Acknowledgement:

I have read both the DeSmet Charter and DeSmet Constitution and agree to be a responsible member of the community and abide by the expectations outlined in the charter and constitution.

Signed (Enter Initials):  Click here to enter initials  Date: Click here to enter date.